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1 Introduction

Climate change is a global problem and while global cooperation might be the most e�cient

way of solving the problem, local actions are also needed. Actions to tackle the climate change

are often political and they are taken by politicians. In Finland's case, some actions are directed

by the European Union, some of the legislation comes from the Finnish government and some

decisions are made in municipalities by local politicians. In economic research, climate change

has been a popular topic for years and many policies targeted to tackle the climate change are

based on economic theory, such as the emissions trading systems. A vast �eld of economics

is devoted to studying the causes and consequences of policies and political decisions, that is

political economy. This thesis aims to add to this �eld of economic literature by focusing on

policies conducted in Finnish municipalities.

One Finnish political party is pro�led as a pro-environmental alternative, that is the Green

League (the Greens in short). In the 2010's the Greens has increased its support in both

parliamentary and municipal election. In the 2017 municipal election the Greens was the

fourth largest party winning 534 seats while gaining 212 seats from 2012 election. (Green

League, 2020b) According to a study on the 2017 municipal election, the Greens reached a

signi�cant status in six of the nine biggest cities with a population of 100,000 or more. In the

2017 election, the Greens was among the top three parties in seven of the nine biggest cities.

(Borg, 2018) On average, the Greens support increased by 5.7 percentage points in those nine

cities.

In the Greens' platform for the 2017 municipal election, the party provided a list of 12

greener targets that included, among others, actions for preserving nature. In speci�c, the

Greens emphasized that the climate change can be stopped in municipalities, implying munic-

ipalities have power and leverage to make decisions regarding the environment (Green League,

2016). According to a study conducted after the municipal election in 2017, 84 % of those

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

entitled to vote in the municipal election considered in�uencing environmental protection in

municipalities either very or somewhat important, whereas among the voters of the Greens the

share was 66 percent. (Borg, 2018). For a majority of Finnish voters protecting environment

is important. When it comes to realised pro-environmental actions in Finnish municipalities,

has the Greens made an impact?

This thesis tries to answer this question and to �nd a causal relationship between the

increased political power of the Greens and the development of investments in environmental

protection in Finnish municipalities. The research question of this study is: Has the Greens

becoming a top three party had an impact on a municipality's investments in environmental

protection? In political economy, these types of questions are often answered by employing

quasi-empirical methods, since randomized control trials are usually not possible. To answer

the research question, a di�erence-in-di�erences research design is employed to estimate the

impact of the Greens' increased political power resulting the 2017 election in speci�c. The

treatment is assigned based on the 2017 election result, because in the 2017 election the Greens'

vote share jumped by 4 percentage points. Therefore, the election result can be viewed as a

surprising natural experiment. Prior the di�erence-in-di�erences analysis, a pre-di�erences test

is conducted to test whether the identi�cation strategy holds.

This study uses data between years 2008 and 2019 for 294 municipalities, that are located

in mainland Finland and exist at the end of 2019. During this time period three municipal

elections in 2008, 2012 and 2017 have taken place. The data have been collected from the

O�cial Statistics of Finland database. The complete dataset contains 3,528 municipality-year

observations.

The pre-di�erences analysis show no statistically signi�cant di�erences between the treated

and controlled municipalities before the 2017 municipal election. The results from the di�erence-

in-di�erences model show a negative, statistically signi�cant causal relationship between the

Greens becoming a top three party and environmental protection investments in the treated

municipalities. The outcome is not as surprising when considering in more detail the question

the model is set to answer. Those municipalities, in which the Greens gained more power in the

election in 2017, are on average smaller municipalities and often the Greens both increased its

vote share by a lot, perhaps even gained their �rst seats and became one of the three biggest

parties, all at once. Therefore, the Greens' political power in the treated municipalities might

not be as established as in other municipalities which could explain the negative causality.
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The di�erence-in-di�erences (DiD) design is accompanied with multiple speci�cations of

di�erent model equations to study the robustness of the results. As an alternative measure

of the Greens' impact on municipality's environmental protection, a linear model regressing

municipality's carbon dioxide emissions on the Greens' top 3 position1 in the local council

results as a negative, but statistically insigni�cant estimate. When it comes to the reasons

behind the abated emissions, municipality's participation in carbon neutrality project explains

the phenomenon better. Whether the Greens in speci�c has had an impact on municipalities'

participation in the project is not investigated here. Additionally, the relationship between

municipalities' environmental investments and the Greens' overall top 3 position is shown to

be statistically insigni�cant.

Political ideologies and their budgetary impacts have been researched a lot in political econ-

omy. Partisan hypothesis suggests that di�erent political parties have di�erent ideal macroeco-

nomic outcomes and once in o�ce the parties try to move the economy towards their preferred

state (Hibbs, 1977). For example, Bräuninger �nds support for partisan hypothesis suggest-

ing that the spending preferences of parties matter (Bräuninger, 2005). On the other hand,

Potrafke �nds a rather weak in�uence of the party composition of governments' on budgets in

OECD countries (Potrafke, 2011a). The results of this study show no support for the partisan

hypothesis, assuming the Greens prefer investing in environmental protection.

Traditional Downsian model, introduced by Anthony Downs in 19572, suggests that the sole

mission of a political party is to win the elections. In the past three decades, there have been

several attempts to enrich this model. For example, Alesina (1988) shows, that the parties

have actually two goals, one being to win the elections and other implementing better policies

for their voters. Alesina (1988) shows that this dual goal implies dynamic inconsistencies, and

that parties might not follow the policies announced in their platforms but their most preferred

policies. Considering these references from the literature while interpreting the results of this

study, it would either suggest that the pro-environmental policies, that the Greens emphasized

in their platform prior the election in 2017, would not include investments in environmental

protection or that the Greens would have chosen not to act according to their proposal, assuming

that the Greens have a say in investment decisions in the municipalities in the �rst place.

Local politicians' and the composition of local councils' impact on the size of the budget

1Here, the top 3 position is not limited to the election term starting from 2017 as in the DiD analysis.
2See Downs (1957).
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have been studied by several Finnish researchers. Moisio (2002) studies the e�ects of di�erent

party combinations positioned on left-right axis on municipality's expenditure in 1985-1999.

Meriläinen (2019) shows that single-party governments spend less than coalition governments,

while Hyytinen et al. (2018) show that electing municipal employees into local council increases

public spending. A recent discussion paper by Harjunen, Saarimaa and Tukiainen (2021) show

that candidates in Finnish municipal elections have a strong local support. In addition to the

research focusing on Finnish municipalities, also Swedish municipalities have been studied quite

a bit, by Pettersson-Lidbom (2008), Folke (2014), and Pettersson-Lidbom (2012), to name a

few. For example, Folke shows that party representation has had a large e�ect on immigration

and environmental policies in Swedish municipalities (Folke, 2014). This thesis contributes to

this vast �eld of literature by explaining the relationship of local government decision-making

and politics in general and also in detail, as it focuses on the relationship of an individual party

and municipality's investment decisions. So far, I have not found similar research question as

this applied to Finnish municipality data, which makes this a worthwhile research topic.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces how municipal elections and

decision-making in the Finnish municipalities work, and sheds some light to the Greens' history

in Finnish politics. Chapter 3 reviews related theoretical and empirical literature. Chapter 4

describes the data and outlines the empirical strategy. Results and their interpretation, as well

as suggestions for future research can be found from Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes.



2 Institutional background

Finnish municipalities' responsibilities are based on legislation and stated in Municipal Act3.

Ministry of Finance is monitoring the municipalities' economical situation and operations. Mu-

nicipalities have several statutory responsibilities, such as providing social and health care

services, primary education and civil engineering.

At the end of 2019, there were 311 municipalities in Finland, 16 of them located on de-

militarized Åland Island. The total costs of operational economy in all Finnish municipalities

in 2019 was 45.4 billion euros. (Statistics Finland, 2020b) In 2018, among total consolidated

general government expenditure the share of local government's expenses was 40 % (Statistics

Finland, 2020c). The size of the local government is remarkable in Finland which is why it

is fair to claim that municipalities play a signi�cant role in implementing national regulation

but also in making their own decisions. This is why a closer look at how one party's ideologies

a�ect the investment decisions provides an intriguing research question.

This chapter �rst sheds light on how the municipal elections in Finland are arranged. Next,

the decision-making process of Finnish municipalities is explained in short. Lastly, this chapter

introduces the Greens' history as a political party, its success in elections and its relative

strengths in Finnish municipalities.

3Kuntalaki in Finnish.

5
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2.1 Municipal elections in Finland

Municipal elections take place every four years on the third Sunday of April4 and the elected

representatives will become members of the local councils. The municipal elections are orga-

nized according to the Municipal Act and Elections Act. The term of the local councils begins

in the beginning of June in the election year. As stated in Municipal Act, the elections are

direct, proportional and secret. The directness means that those citizens entitled to vote vote

directly for the person they want to be elected. Each voter has one vote and each vote is equal

weight. The election system is proportional representation, which is an open and unordered

list system. That is, a voter votes for an individual candidate, not directly for a party. In

proportional representation, each party gains seats in relation to the votes cast for it compared

with the votes cast for other parties. In municipal elections held during the period from 2000

to 2019, the voter turnout has varied between 55.9 � 61.2 %5.

The directness of the Finnish voting system in parliamentary and local elections is arguable,

however, as in fact the system is a combination of voting for individuals and parties. In practise,

a vote goes both to a party and a person. This is due to the method the seats in the municipal

council are shared, based on the election results. In D'Hondt method, a comparative index is

calculated for each candidate. The order of the candidates and the seat allocation is based on

the comparative indices. The candidate, who receives the largest amount of votes among the

candidates of his/her party, gets a comparative index equalling the total number of votes of

the party. The candidate with the second largest share of votes gets a comparative index that

equals half times the total votes of the party, following the candidate with the third largest

share of votes getting an index equalling the total number of votes divided by three, and so

on. If two candidates in the same party receive the same amount of votes, a lottery will be

drawn to put the candidates in order. Similarly, if two candidates from two di�erent parties

have the same comparative index, their order will be drawn. Once the comparative indices are

calculated, all candidates within the same electoral district will be listed from largest index to

4Prior the municipal elections in 2017, the election day was in October. Elections Act (Vaalilaki, in Finnish),

that regulates the organizing of elections, was amended in 2015. The municipal election in 2021 was postponed

until June because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
5For more detailed data on voting, see Statistics Finland database.

https://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/StatFin/StatFin__vaa__kvaa__kvaa_as/010_kvaa_2017_tau_101.px/
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Table 1: Number of seats in municipal council

Population Seats in municipal council

≤ 5,000 13

5,001�20,000 27

20,001�50,000 43

50,001�100,000 51

100,001�250,000 59

250,001�500,000 67

≥ 500,000 79

Source: Municipal Act 410/2015, 16 �.

the smallest. Candidates with the largest indices are elected.6 The size of the local council

depends on the municipality's population. The relationship between the population and the

number of seats in the council are presented in Table 1.

The maximum number of candidates depends on the number of seats in the municipal

council. Each party may nominate candidates equalling the number of local councillors to

be elected in the municipality multiplied by one and a half. Parties are also allowed to form

electoral alliances. If there is an electoral alliance between two parties, they are treated as if

they were one party when the seats are shared. The maximum number of candidates for an

electoral alliance between two parties can not exceed the number of candidates of an individual

party. As a general rule, it is bene�cial for parties to nominate as many candidates as possible,

as the vote share of the party and the amount of candidates have a positive correlation. This

was also the case in the election in 2017 as, in general, those parties that nominated more

candidates, received more votes. The relationship of the number of candidates and vote share

in 2017 election is depicted in Figure 1.

Municipality's citizens are allowed to run for the local council without joining a registered

political party. In municipal elections, candidates may be nominated by constituency associa-

tions as well as political parties. A constituency association for the nomination of one candidate

may be established by a minimum of ten persons who are entitled to vote in the municipality in

question. In the 2017 municipal election, the constituency associations increased their support

6For the calculation of election results, I refer to Ministry of Justice (2021).
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Figure 1: In municipal election 2017, the amount of candidates and received share of votes

correlated. Data source: Statistics Finland.

by 0.4 % and received 2.1 % of the votes nationally (Borg, 2018). In total, 227 members of

constituency associations were elected (Borg, 2018). Constituency associations may form joint

lists with a maximum number of candidates equalling the number of local councillors to be

elected in the municipality multiplied by one and a half.

2.2 Decision-making in municipalities

The decision-making power of local councils is stated in Municipal Act. As stated in the Munic-

ipal Act's 14 �, the local council is responsible for operation and economy of the municipality.

One of the responsibilities of a local council is to approve municipality's budget by the end of

each calendar year. At the same time, local councils need to approve an economic programme

for the next three years. Hence, even though the composition of a local council changes in June

following the election, that year's budget is already approved by the previous council and the

parties elected in power might not be able to make signi�cant changes to the election year's

budget.

In addition to local councils, there are at least two additional bodies holding power in mu-

nicipalities, i.e. a municipal executive board and a municipal audit committee, both appointed
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by the local council. The role of the municipal executive board is preparatory as the local

council always makes the �nal decisions. Decisions are taken by simple majority of the coun-

cil members. Local councils can also set up committees for di�erent purposes, for example

committees for education and social and health services. Committees' roles are preparatory.

According to the Municipal Act, municipality's budget must be observed in municipal ac-

tivities and �nancial administration. The council decides on revisions to the budget. The

budget is divided into the operational economy, investments, the pro�t and loss account, and

�nancing. Majority of municipality's revenues comes from taxes and out-of-pocket payments

from the users of municipal services. In addition, municipalities receive a share from corporate

taxes and grants from the central government. Municipalities themselves can set the rates for

�at income tax and property tax. In 2019, 48 % of all municipalities' revenue came from taxes,

income tax being the biggest contributor (Kuntaliitto, 2020a). 20 % of revenues were opera-

tional revenues and 18 % �scal grants from the central government (Kuntaliitto, 2020a). The

weighted average income tax rate in 2019 was 19.88 %, the lowest being 16.5 and the highest

22.5 % (Kuntaliitto, 2020b).

2.3 The Green League's history

The Greens was founded in 1987 and registered as a party in the 1988. The Greens was based

on an open green social movement that started in the beginning of the 1980s. The social

movement included environmental activists, feminists, representatives of organisations for the

disabled, and other activist groups. (Green League, 2020a) In general, the Greens in Finland

is considered as leftist, liberal party. In a fourfold table in Figure 2, the Greens is indicated

with the light green dot in the bottom left corner.

The Greens' �rst two parliamentary representatives were elected in 1983, before the party

was even registered. In 1995, the Greens became the �rst Green Party in Europe to be part of

a state-level cabinet. The Greens currently has 20 members of parliament and three ministers

in the Finnish government. The Greens has also increased its local decision-making power: in

the 2017 local election, the Greens won 12.5 % of the national vote and became the largest

party in Jyväskylä and Nokia. In Helsinki, the Greens is the second largest party after National

Coalition party. (Green League, 2020a) The historical development of the Greens in municipal

elections on national level is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Finnish political parties placed on a fourfold table based on the candidates response
to a voting aid application prior 2019 general election. Source: YLE, 2019.
Note: The scale of the x-axis in the graph is, starting from the left hand side, from left to right. The scale of

the y-axis is, starting from the bottom, from green liberalism to national conservatism. The Greens is indicated

by the light green dot in the bottom left corner.

Figure 3: The Greens' share of votes in municipal elections 1984�2017. Data source: Statistics

Finland.
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Figure 4: The Greens' share of votes in four past municipal elections in nine of the biggest

cities. Data source: Statistics Finland.

In 2017 municipal election, the Greens was the fourth largest party with 534 seats gaining

212 seats from 2012 election. (Green League, 2020b) According to a study on the 2017 municipal

election, the Greens reached a signi�cant status in six of the nine biggest cities with a population

of 100,000 or more. The Greens was among the top three parties in seven of the biggest cities.

(Borg, 2018) A closer look at the increase in vote share in the largest cities for the Greens is

presented in Figure 4. On average, the Greens support increased by 5.7 percentage points in

those nine cities. Nationally, the Greens has increased its vote share by almost 10 percentage

points between 1984 and 2017. The largest increase so far took place in 1992, when the Greens

increased its support from 2.4 to 6.9 %.

In addition to the national vote share ranking of parties, the results of municipal elections

can be assessed by comparing the share of seats in local councils. In 2017 election, the Centre

Party was the third largest party winning 17.5 % of the votes but the Centre Party's share of

seats in local councils is the largest among all parties: 31.4 % (Borg, 2018). This is explained

by the fact that the Centre Party gets most of its support from smaller municipalities that

have relatively larger amount of representatives per capita. In this respect, the Green's share

of seats in local councils in Finland was the 6th largest (Borg, 2018). In 2017 election, the

Greens did not reach a simple majority in any of the 295 municipalities. According to Borg,
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the Greens reached a strong position in one municipality. The position is de�ned strong if a

party has support of 25.0�34.9 % (Borg, 2018). In 2017 election, the Greens won the largest

share of votes in Padasjoki, where the support is 30.2 %.

In the Greens' platform for municipal election in 2017, the party's slogan was "The choice

is yours" (Päätös on sinun, in Finnish). In the platform, the Greens listed 12 green promises

for Finnish municipalities that fall into four categories: improving education, protecting en-

vironment, reducing poverty and increasing equality, and creating more jobs. (Green League,

2016) Even though the Greens emphasized the environment to be one of its key election themes,

according to Borg (2018), the environment was not one of the actualized key election themes.

49 % of the respondents to the election study answered they voted for the Greens because of

the values of the party (Borg, 2018).



3 Review of previous literature

In political economics, the motives of politicians can often be divided into two that may or

may not exist at the same time: opportunistic and partisan motives (see Persson and Tabellini

(2002) for example). Opportunistic politicians seek for o�ce or rent. Partisan politicians care

about the well-being of particular groups and act to maximize the social welfare function of

those groups. In addition to the motives of politicians, in economic modelling the timing of

policy choices can be divided into two: pre-election and post-election politics. In pre-election

politics, political parties present electoral platforms that are assessed by the voters. Later voters

vote for the candidate they think is the best �t and elected candidates act according to their

pre-announced policies. Hence, in pre-election politics, the essential political action takes place

prior the election. Pre-election politics can again be divided into median and probabilistic voter

models, depending on the assumptions about voters' behaviour. In post-election politics the

electoral promises are not binding and all political actions take place once the elected politicians

enter o�ce. Now the voters do not select for policies, but vote on the basis of the politicians'

ideology, competence or behaviour. Partisan politicians, in the context of post-election politics,

are free to set policies once elected but in order to be re-elected they need to please at least a

majority of voters. On the other hand, opportunistic, rent-seeking politicians have incentives

to abuse their power once elected by designing policies for their own bene�t. (Persson and

Tabellini, 2002)

Traditionally local �scal policy choices over public services and private goods has been

considered as utility maximization subject to budget constraints. The utility function u(x, z)

is assumed continuous and quasi-concave, and that maximizes municipality's preferences for

private good (x) and local service outputs (z). Local budget constraint can be represented by

(1) px+ (1−m)qz = I + L,

13
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where m is the matching aid rate (grants from the government), I is the aggregate community

income, L is the size of lump sum grants, and p and q are prices. One of the most common

ways to model the demand for local public expenditure is the median voter model, introduced

by Bowen (1943) and Downs (1957) and further developed by several other researchers. In the

median voter model's equilibrium, politicians who seek to attain and maintain their power will

o�er and provide public good levels equal to the level demanded by the median voter.

The median voter model makes quite restrictive assumptions7, and as Moisio (2002) argues,

the model is not well suited for analysing the Finnish municipalities. In the article Moisio

(2002) studies the determinants of Finnish local government expenditures under two di�erent

grant systems during 1985�1992 and 1993�1999. Moisio uses a model in which the demand

for municipal expenditures is assumed to depend positively on taxable private income and age

structure and negatively on price, population of the municipality, population density and the

degree of urbanisation. (Moisio, 2002) Moisio �nds no evidence of the proportion of socialist

members in the local council having a positive e�ect on expenditures during the �rst time frame,

but in the latter time frame the e�ect is positive. Moisio's paper did not include the Greens as

a separate party, but I assume the Greens were included in "socialist party representatives".

Partisan hypothesis suggests that di�erent political parties have di�erent ideal macroeco-

nomic outcomes and once in o�ce the parties try to move the economy towards their preferred

state (Hibbs, 1977). Hibbs' general conclusion is that governments pursue macroeconomic poli-

cies broadly in accordance with the objective economic interests and subjective preferences of

their class-de�ned core political constituencies. The most important problem of macroeconomic

policy, at least in the past prior the current environment of zero lower bound, has been tied to

the Phillips curve, i.e. the connection between in�ation and unemployment. On the basis of

economic theory, many argue that price stability and full employment are incompatible goals in

the sense that conventional macroeconomic policy has not been able to achieve both simultane-

ously. Political authorities in�uence the rate of unemployment and in�ation by manipulation

of monetary and �scal policy instruments. (Hibbs, 1977) In the partisan model, the electoral

promises are not binding, and voters are rational and forward-looking, which causes the policy

platforms of two candidates not to converge toward the one that is desired by the median voter

(Persson and Tabellini, 2002).

In addition to the partisan hypothesis, Downsian model is another key element in the classic

7See Inman (1978) for example.
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political economy. A key idea in the traditional Downsian model is that the parties are solely

seeking to win the elections. In the past three decades, several articles have been published

enriching the Downsian model, for example by assuming the parties have actually two goals one

being winning the elections and the other implementing better policies for their voters. Alesina

(1988) shows that this implies dynamic inconsistency. If voters are modelled as rational and

forward-looking agents and parties are not committed to their electoral platform, the parties

have incentives to announce convergent platforms to win the election but they might still follow

their most preferred policies rather than the policies announced in their platforms. (Alesina,

1988) This dynamic inconsistency might explain why political parties are not always following

their electoral platforms.

According to Hibbs, international comparisons suggest that the leftist governments prefer

relatively low unemployment at the expense of high rates of in�ation, whereas low in�ation and

high unemployment characterize political systems dominated by center and right-wing parties

(Hibbs, 1977). In a table presenting preferences of political parties regarding di�erent economic

goals, Hibbs lists equalization of income distribution and economic expansion as preferences

for socialist-labour parties (Hibbs, 1977). It is worth noting that Finnish local councils do not

practice monetary policy, but they do make �scal policy decisions, such as investment decisions

that may a�ect the employment at local level.

When assessing the results of municipal elections and the decisions of the elected local

councils, one should emphasize the aspect of local level decision-making. Especially in smaller

municipalities it is reasonable to assume that citizens know each other quite well. In 2019,

the average population in Finnish municipalities was 17,776, while the smallest municipality in

mainland Finland has only 690 inhabitants (Kuntaliitto, 2019). According to Borg, in munic-

ipalities with at most 10,000 inhabitants almost 4 out of 5 of the voters knew personally the

candidate they voted. Of all voters, 44 % knew the voted candidate personally. (Borg, 2018)

Chattopadhyay and Du�o (2004) use the so-called "citizen candidates" framework assuming

the elected representatives, citizen candidates, cannot commit to speci�c policy platforms. In

the citizen candidate framework, once elected, local politicians will try to implement their

preferred policy option. Citizens know other citizens' preferences and can in�uence the �nal

political outcome through their choice of whom to elect. Citizens decide whether or not to

run for o�ce by trading o� the probability of being elected against a �xed cost of running for

election. (Chattopadhyay and Du�o, 2004; Persson and Tabellini, 2002) The citizen candidates
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framework might a�ect how Finnish political parties commit to speci�c policy platforms and

hence the budget decisions might not represent directly the preferences or platforms of the

parties, but the policies preferred by the median voter, for example.

This leads to the question whether voters are rational in the �rst place. Downs (1957) �rst

introduced a rational voter model that has been since modi�ed by several scholars. For example,

as stated by Lyytikäinen and Tukiainen (2019), the rational voter model can be derived from

a choice tree, where the decision is whether to vote or not vote and the outcomes resulting

both choices are the preferred candidate getting elected or not. Lyytikäinen and Tukiainen

(2019) show the Finnish voters seem to conduct calculus of voting in municipal elections and

act rationally when making decisions on whether to vote or to abstain. This result is essential

to bear in mind when assessing whether the actions presented in party platforms prior the

elections lead to them being executed once in o�ce. If the parties believe voters are rational,

the parties should act according to their platforms to maintain the trust of their voters whose

preferences are aligned with the ideas promoted by the party. The existence of rational voters

might explain the behaviour of the parties and individual candidates. If parties expect a close

election in some municipality, they might target campaigning e�orts and candidate placement.

Voters may not always vote for their preferred economic policy, as they might abstain or be

in�uenced by their ideology or other features of competing candidates. In political economics,

this behaviour is referred as probabilistic voting (Persson and Tabellini, 2002).

Another still ongoing research topic of local public �nance is the Tiebout sorting hypothesis

that basically says politics does not matter in local public �nance, as in the long-run it is the

population movements and land use that determine how public spending is targeted at the

local level8. Although there are several studies showing that Tiebout hypothesis alone is not

enough and politics play an important role in local public spending, this strain of literature is

not the only one interpreting that partisanship does not play an important role in the local

decision-making. Since Hibbs' partisan hypothesis in the late 1970s, several scholars have

showed empirically that, especially in cross-country analysis, the in�uence of the composition

of governments on budgets is weak9. However, contrary results exist, too. Bräuninger (2005)

studies OECD countries during 1971 and 1999 and �nds evidence that the partisan hypothesis

would exist, but Bräuninger �nds no evidence to support the claim that leftist parties would

8See Henderson (1985) for example.
9See Potrafke (2011a) for example.
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spend more than parties on the right. As the cross-county analysis faces several problems, such

as the di�erence of institutions and legislation among other important factors, it would be more

fruitful to assess the existence of partisan hypothesis on a local level.

Several pieces of research on Finnish municipal election results and their e�ects on spending

have been published. Meriläinen (2019) shows that single-party governments spend less than

coalition governments and Hyytinen et al. (2018) show that one additional municipal employ-

ees' political representation increases spending by about 1 %. A recent discussion paper by

Harjunen, Saarimaa and Tukiainen (2021) shows that candidates in municipal elections have a

strong local support base which indicates strong electoral incentives to act in favour to voters

in their neighbourhood. This supports the analysis that the citizen candidates framework is

an important factor to consider when assessing candidates' dedication to political parties' pro-

grammes. Similar studies have been conducted outside of Finland too. One example of such

within-county analysis is the paper by Pettersson-Lidbom (2008). Pettersson-Lidbom shows

strong evidence that the party control has causal e�ect on economic outcomes. In speci�c, he

shows that left-wing governments' spending is more than 2 percent larger than right-wing gov-

ernments'. In the article Pettersson-Lidbom (2008) uses a control function approach to estimate

the party e�ect on spending in municipalities in which the election result was close and varied

only a little above and below the 50 % threshold. Another paper by Pettersson-Lidbom (2012)

shows a negative relationship between the council size and municipality's overall spending in

Finland and Sweden, that could result from a con�ict between the legislature (the politics) and

the bureaucracy (the civil servants) about the level of spending.

The decision-making in central and local government levels is di�erent as municipalities have

often strict areas of responsibilities whereas most of the legislation, for example, is enacted by

the central government. For example in Finland, municipalities are in charge of providing

primary education, social and health care services and civil engineering. Therefore, when

assessing whether a speci�c party or government has a�ected budgetary decisions, it could be

bene�cial to look at decomposed public expenditures and especially focus on budgets' di�erent

subcategories. Even if the budget constraint of the local governments is strict, local councils

and therefore local politicians can use their judgement on how the funds are targeted among

expenditure subcategories.

Folke (2014) studies Swedish municipalities and examines the e�ect of individual party rep-

resentation in proportional representation systems with the help of a regression discontinuity
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model. Folke shows that party representation has a substantial and statistically signi�cant

e�ect on immigration and environmental policies. Folke argues that the most likely reason be-

hind this result is that the relative allocation of power or independent voting coalitions might

matter in secondary policy issues such as immigration and environmental policies, not solely the

party representation. Freier and Odendahl (2015) study municipalities in Bavaria, Germany,

and show that political power does matter for policies. In speci�c, Freier and Odendahl (2015)

show that the German center-left party SPD lowers taxes and the Greens increases property

taxes. Potrafke (2011b) shows that government ideology in�uenced the allocation of public ex-

penditure, especially on education and cultural a�airs, in the West German states in 1974�2006.

Potrafke �nds that leftist governments increase schooling budget and rightwing governments

spend more on universities and cultural a�airs.

Such special-interest politics are also covered by Persson and Tabellini (2002). The authors

study a society under centralized �nancing and how di�erent political institutions change the

incentives and budget allocations. In the presented electoral competition model10, they adapt

the probabilistic voting model with group-speci�c public consumption out of an endogenous

pool of tax revenue (Persson and Tabellini, 2002). In the model there are two candidates

competing to be elected while maximizing their probability of winning the election. Prior the

election, the candidates make binding promises of policies in favour of those interest groups

that are more likely to vote for them. In the equilibrium, two parties converge on the same

platforms, which leads to the distribution of voters' preferences to decide the unique election

outcome. As shown by Borg (2018), a majority of Finnish voters deem environmental issues

important. When studying the connection between the Greens' political power and investments

in environmental protection, the model equilibrium could a�ect the policies of several parties,

as, according to this model, the voters' preferences would dictate the election outcome.

10The authors draw on the modelling of Lindbeck and Weibull (1987) and Dixit and Londregan (1996).



4 Data and methodology

This chapter presents a more detailed description and some key �gures of the data. In addition,

this chapter discusses some concerns regarding the data and lastly, presents the empirical

strategy of this study.

4.1 Data in detail

The data included in this study covers years 2008�2019. The year range includes the munic-

ipal elections in 2008, 2012 and 2017. The data are published in Statistics Finland's PxWeb

database.11

The data content and data collection of the statistics on local government �nances were re-

vised starting from the statistical reference year 2015, for which reason the data of the statistics

on local government �nances are not directly comparable with the data published in previous

years (Statistics Finland, 2020b). In order to have more credible estimations, years 2008-2014

are included in this study, despite the revisions of Statistics Finland. This decision is made to

improve the analysis as prior the di�erence-in-di�erences estimations a pre-trend test will be

completed and that requires a longer time period of data.

Statistics Finland do not publish municipalities' investment expenditures as time series, due

to the compatibility issues discussed earlier. To be able to do the empirical analysis, the data

regarding the years 2008�2019 was compiled into a time series by the author. In addition, to be

able to transfer the investments into investments per capita, a series of population per region

11All the data are freely available. The essential datasets are "Municipal elections 1976�2017, support for

parties" and "Data on �nances reported by municipalities and joint municipal authorities � 1.5 Investments

by activity category". The environmental investments of municipalities are found by choosing "Investment

expenditure total" as a type of assets and "Environmental protection" as activity category.

19

http://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/StatFin/StatFin__vaa__kvaa__kvaa_as/020_kvaa_2017_tau_102.px/
http://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/StatFin/StatFin__vaa__kvaa__kvaa_as/020_kvaa_2017_tau_102.px/
http://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/Kuntien_talous_ja_toiminta/Kuntien_talous_ja_toiminta__Kunnat__5._Investoinnit_tehtavittain/?rxid=0cc7f15a-1506-4b71-8f24-f4c8998721f4
http://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/Kuntien_talous_ja_toiminta/Kuntien_talous_ja_toiminta__Kunnat__5._Investoinnit_tehtavittain/?rxid=0cc7f15a-1506-4b71-8f24-f4c8998721f4
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was also needed.12 In order to employ regression analysis, the data were ordered into panel

format, where each row represents the observations for one municipality in one year. The panel

data is balanced, as there are no missing observations.

Since 2008 being the �rst year observed in this study, there have been several municipal

mergers, in which one or more municipalities have merged with another municipality. To ensure

compatibility, all the observations for municipalities, that did not exist at the end of 2019, will

be omitted. In addition, the 16 municipalities located on Åland island are omitted from the

dataset, as Åland island has a distinct municipal elections system from the mainland Finland.

In the original dataset, that includes observations of 311 Finnish municipalities, invest-

ments in environmental protection per capita gets one negative value, -44.9. In 2016, Salla, a

municipality located in Lapland, reported negative investments (-164,000e) in environmental

protection. In 2015, municipality of Salla reported investments of 1,8 million euros in environ-

mental protection. Most likely the negative value in 2016 is reported to correct the statistical

year 2015's value. The municipality reports negative cash �ow from investments in 2016, that

to my understanding supports the analysis. Unfortunately the municipality does not o�er its

�nancial statement and annual report for 2016 on their website and it not possible to check

whether this is actually the case. Because the reported investments in 2015 is signi�cantly

higher compared to other municipalities throughout the year range and because of insecurities

of the reasons why the negative value was reported, observations of the municipality of Salla will

be omitted from the dataset. Hence, the dataset includes observations of 294 municipalities.

The summary of the entire dataset presented in Table 2 shows that the mean investment

share is relatively small, 0.84. This is explained by the fact that among the observed 294 munic-

ipalities there are several municipalities reporting zero investments in environmental protection.

In addition, the investment data show some inconsistencies, as there are a couple of munici-

palities reporting positive values for investments at all times except one year. For example,

the capital city Helsinki reported exceptionally zero investments in environmental protection in

2018 and 2019. However, according to the �nancial statements of the city of Helsinki, Helsinki

invested in environment 135 million euros in 2019. The reason why the investments in envi-

ronmental protection per se is zero is that the city includes various activity categories, such as

water supply and sewage management, waste management, and agriculture and forestry, into

12For this purpose, I used Statistics Finland's data for "Key �gures for population by region, 1990�2019,

Population on 31 Dec", for the 294 municipalities.

https://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/StatFin/StatFin__vrm__vaerak/statfin_vaerak_pxt_11ra.px/
https://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/StatFin/StatFin__vrm__vaerak/statfin_vaerak_pxt_11ra.px/
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Table 2: Statistical summary for variables, 294 municipalities, 2008�2019

n mean sd median min max

Investment share 3, 528 0.84 5.82 0 0 134.88

MInvestment share 3, 528 0.18 3.99 0 −1 182.77

Vote share 3, 528 3.51 4.38 1.80 0 30.20

Seat share 3, 528 2.98 4.50 0 0 33.30

Rank 3, 528 5.85 1.34 6 0 10

Population 3, 528 18, 420.69 47, 492.76 6, 687 690 653, 835

its environmental investments. Investments in the mentioned activity categories, however, are

not solely targeted to environmental protection, which is why this study focuses on the activ-

ity category "Environmental protection". The annual change in investments in environmental

policy (variable MInvestment share) is calculated so that the change in 2008 was indexed 0.

If a municipality increased its investments from zero to any number, the change was indexed

as 1. The results for the annual changes in investments are to be multiplied by 100 to have a

percentage change.

During the time period there were three municipal elections, in 2008, 2012 and 2017. Hence,

for 294 municipalities there are in total 882 election results. However, the data on vote share

are extended to include all years between 2008�2019 so that the vote share remains constant for

each election term, which is why the variable Vote share has 3,528 observations, too. The mean

vote share for the Greens in all 294 municipalities is 3.51 %. Again, in several municipalities

the Greens has not won any votes which is why the mean vote share is relatively low. Mean

seat share in local councils for the Greens is around 3 %. On average, the Greens placed 6th in

all 294 municipalities. A more detailed information of the Greens' support on national level is

presented in Section 2.3. Average population in the observed municipalities is 18,429.69, while

the smallest municipality has only 690 inhabitants and the largest has over 650,000 inhabitants.
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4.2 Concerns regarding the data

The signi�cance of the omitted municipalities to the �nal results is assumed to be rather

weak. Almost all municipalities that were later merged with another municipality reported

zero investments in environmental protection. There could be various reasons behind this. One

possible reason is the economic situation of the later merged municipalities. An essential reason

for a municipal merger to happen is the poor economic situation of the municipalities, and the

poor economic situation in turn might cause those municipalities to invest in general less than

wealthier municipalities.

Statistics Finland's dataset on the data on �nances reported by municipalities and joint

municipal authorities is not published as time series, because the data are not necessarily

comparable between years since the data are reported by the municipalities themselves and not

by Statistics Finland (Statistics Finland, 2020a). This brings out concerns of the quality of

the data. To improve the quality, one municipality that could be interpreted as an outlier, was

chosen to be removed from the original dataset, as explained in Section 4.1.

Statistics Finland revised the data content and data collection of the statistics on local

government �nances starting from the statistical year 2015. For this reason, the data published

prior 2015 might not be directly comparable with the data published after the revision. In

addition, the Association of Finnish Municipalities13 has pointed out that the overall investment

numbers in 2014 and 2015 are higher than normal due to incorporations of municipal enterprises

and universities of applied sciences (Kuntaliitto, 2020a). When looking at the data, there are a

couple of municipalities reporting investments only in 2015, that could have resulted from the

statistical change. However, the number of municipalities reporting only on 2015 is quite low,

only 5 out of 294. Those municipalities reporting investments in several years do not report

exceptionally high numbers in 2015, which is why it is di�cult to consider all investments in

2015 as outliers. Looking at the average per capita share of the investments in environmental

protection in all 294 municipalities in Figure 5, there are no worrying peaks to be seen.

13Kuntaliitto in Finnish.
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Figure 5: Average share of investments in environmental protection in 294 Finnish municipali-

ties, 2008�2019.14Data source: Statistics Finland.

In addition to statistical changes, municipalities themselves have made signi�cant environ-

mental investment decisions during the year range of this study. In June 2009, Helsinki, Espoo,

Vantaa and Kauniainen founded a joint municipal authority Helsinki Region Environmental

Services Authority15, HSY, that is responsible for providing municipal water supply and waste

disposal services. Investment expenses of HSY are not included in member municipalities' �-

nancial statements. It is worth noting that in 2010, mainland Finland's investment expenses

are a�ected by the foundation expenses of HSY. By looking at the investments in environmental

protection, the expenses in 2010 are higher in Espoo and Kauniainen compared to other years.

In fact, 2010 is the only year Kauniainen reports investments in environmental protection. In

Helsinki, the investment expenses in 2010 are not exceptionally high.

At HSY, the highest decision-making power is exercised by the General Meeting. Each mem-

14For a similar �gure with log transformed investment share, see the Appendix A.
15Helsingin seudun ympäristöpalvelut in Finnish.
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ber municipality has one representative at the General Meeting. The other decision-making

bodies of the municipal federation are the Board of Directors and the Audit Committee. The

General Meeting elects the members of HSY's Board of Directors and Audit Committee for one

municipal election term in accordance with political dominance. (HSY, 2020) Hence, political

parties can exert power in HSY too, not only in local councils. Since HSY is responsible for

providing water supply and waste disposal services, the joint municipal authority also makes the

investment decisions regarding these services, not the local councils of the member municipal-

ities. This might cause the investments in environmental protection in member municipalities

to be lower than they were if the HSY was not founded.

4.3 Empirical strategy

A naïve way to answer the research question, ignoring a number of possible pitfalls, would be

to look at a simple linear regression, in which the municipality i's investments in environmental

protection per capita would be the dependent variable (Yi) and the vote share of the Greens in

municipality i would be the independent variable (Xi):

(2) Yi = β0 + β1Xi + εi.

This type of linear regression may or may not have a causal interpretation. The suggested

approach is very likely subject to multiple biases, such as omitted variable bias. If such biases

exist, the causal interpretation would become endangered. Nevertheless, in order to obtain

a baseline value, we regress investment share to vote share for the years 2008�2019. Total

number of observations in this regression is 3,528, that contains observations of the two variables

Investment share and Vote share for the 294 municipalities, for 12 years. The results can be

seen from Table 3. Panel unit root test shows the dependent series is stationary and the

OLS estimator is consistent. Surprisingly, the coe�cient for Vote share, 0.05, is statistically

signi�cant at 10 % level.

However, it is likely the vote share of the Greens alone is not a very good predictor of

a municipality i's investments in environmental protection. One obvious reason for this is

that the vote share a party receives does not alone guarantee certain amount of seats in the

council, as the seats are allocated based on the results of all parties. In practise, the seats in

the council determine the political power of a party. The vote share a party wins represent
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voters' preferences and support for certain type of politics, if voters are assumed to be rational.

Hence, what this baseline result implies is that the support for the Greens a�ects only partly on

investments in environmental protection in municipalities. This implication sounds reasonable,

as there are multiple things a�ecting the municipalities' investment decisions, such as the

economical circumstances and the past investment decisions. A further evidence of the rather

poor explanatory power of the variable Vote share is the rather low correlation, 0.039, between

the two variables. Covariance of the two variables is positive (0.99), thus, there is a linear

relationship to investigate.

Table 3: Results from the baseline linear regression

Dependent variable:

Investment share

Constant 0.66∗∗∗

(0.13)

Vote share 0.05∗

(0.03)

Observations 3,528

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.

The results of this baseline linear regression suggest that the vote share of the Greens has

some impact on municipalities' investments, but also that there are alternative things a�ect-

ing the municipalities' investment decisions. However, the vote share of the Greens does not

directly depict the phenomenon of political power of a party, especially due to the proportion-

ality of the Finnish electoral system. The question this baseline regression answers is how the

Greens' support a�ects the investments in environmental protection, irrespective of the general
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atmosphere regarding environmental protection, that could be empirically modelled with mu-

nicipality �xed e�ects. In general, Finnish people living in university cities or in the capital

city region are considered more pro-environmental than people living in the countryside. This

might explain why the Greens' support is in general larger in bigger cities and municipalities.

However, as the goal of this study is to �nd a causal relationship, other empirical methods

are emphasized. To �nd a plausible answer to the research question, in addition to the main

quasi-empirical method of di�erence-in-di�erences (DiD) model, another linear regression mod-

els will be developed and applied to the data. The results of the alternative linear models will

be discussed in Section 5.2.

In order to search for causal e�ect and avoid endogeneity problems, a DiD model will be

employed to answer the research question. The DiD model equation is the following:

(3) Yit = β(TREATi × POSTt) + αt + αi + θtXi + εit
16,

where Y is the share of investments in environmental protection per capita at a municipality

i at time t, αt are time �xed e�ects, αi are municipality �xed e�ects, TREATi × POSTt is a
treatment indicator that is equal to one if the municipality i is treated at time t, t=[2018,2019],

and zero otherwise, Xi is a vector of observed characteristics and εit is the error term. Mu-

nicipalities are divided into treatment and control groups based on the municipality's election

result in 2017; those municipalities in which the Greens became17 one of the three most popular

parties belong to the treatment group and those municipalities in which the Greens support

was lower with respect to other parties belong to the control group. Similarly, municipalities in

which the Greens was among the three most popular parties before 2017 election are allocated

to the control group. This leads to the identi�cation assumption of the chosen model: if the

Greens did not become a top three party following the election result in 2017, all municipali-

ties' investments in environmental protection would have developed similarly. The treatment

is assigned based on the 2017 election results, because the Greens' vote share jumped by 4 per-

centage points. Prior the 2017 municipal election, the vote share had developed quite steadily,

16As a technical note, regular OLS regression does not consider heterogeneity across municipalities or years.

Therefore, statistical functions enabling clustering at the individual level will be used in the analysis. The

regressions will be conducted with �xed e�ects models, as the sample remains the same along time periods and

therefore the pooled OLS is not providing consistent estimates.
17This is assessed by comparing the rank of the Greens in 2017 to the previous election result from 2012.
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as can be seen from Figure 3. To support the chosen empirical strategy, the 2017 election result

can be viewed as a surprising natural experiment, based on which the treatment is assigned.

To shed some light to the assumptions behind the chosen empirical model, the following

causal chain is assumed:

The Greens increase its support in 2017 municipal election and becomes a top three party in

a given municipality⇒ The Greens will have more political power to decide on investments

in environmental protection ⇒ Municipality's investments in environmental protection in-

crease the year after the election.

Estimating the causal e�ect of the Greens' increased political power on municipality's en-

vironmental investments is challenging, as there are multiple threats to internal validity. First,

the existence of unmeasured voter preferences might lead to omitted variable bias. If omitted

variable bias occurs, the correlation between the Greens' political power and environmental

investments does not necessarily show a causal relationship between the variables. Second,

underlying conditions could have lead in increase or decrease in environmental investments.

Hence, simultaneous causality could cause biased estimates. For example, the pre-treatment

di�erence test could show that underlying trends drive the results, not the treatment e�ect. If

the results are biased because of the omitted variables and simultaneous causality, the error

term is likely correlated with explanatory variable. This would result as a violation of the

exogeneity assumption. Furthermore, the election results might su�er from sample bias, as the

election results can not be interpreted as good as if they were random. Luckily, because of

the election system in Finland and the used D'Hondt method in speci�c, there is an element

of randomness in election results. All of these problems are related to the accuracy of the

identi�cation strategy. These possible problems make validity tests even more important. The

threats to the validity of the results are tested in Section 5.2.

Additional di�culties when estimating DiD models are caused by the serial correlation in

the dependent variable which leads the standard error for β̂ possibly drastically understating

the standard deviation of β̂, as shown by Bertrand, Du�o and Mullainathan (2004). This leads

to over-estimated t-statistics and too small p-values and violates the second OLS assumption

of independently and identically distributed data. Therefore, when estimating the DiD model

and its speci�cations, one should cluster at the individual level. According to Bertrand, Du�o
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and Mullainathan (2004), clustering forces a constant correlation of the error terms at the

individual-year level, which may perform better if the sample is �nite. Hence, in this study

standard errors are clustered at the municipality level to account for serial correlation and

heteroskedasticity.

Table 4 presents descriptive statistics regarding the data used in this analysis, presenting the

mean and standard deviation of each variable for treated and controlled municipalities. After

dividing the municipalities into the two municipality groups, two municipalities, Alavieska and

Siuntio, caused peaks for the treated group. As a treatment of outliers, those two municipalities

were chosen to be omitted from the analysis, which is why the number of municipalities analysed

with the DiD model is down to 292. As can be seen from Table 4, the investment share of the

two groups are di�erent. On average, the investments in environmental protection per capita

in those municipalities where the Greens became one of the top 3 parties after 2017 election

are less than in controlled municipalities during the sample period. The di�erence is 0.11e

per capita. Not surprisingly, the vote share of the Greens is on average 7.37 %-points higher in

treated municipalities and the Greens holds clearly more seats in the treated municipalities' local

councils. In addition, the average rank among all parties is lower in treated municipalities. The

growth rate of investments is quite similar in both groups; in treated municipalities the growth

rate of investments is 18 % per year and 19 % in controlled municipalities, but the variation in

controlled municipalities is higher than that in the treated municipalities. The Greens is more

popular in larger municipalities as the average population of the treated municipalities is over

51,000, whereas the population in controlled municipalities is on average less than 16,500. As

discussed in Section 2.3, the support of the Greens increased by 5.7 percentage points in the

nine biggest cities in Finland in the 2017 municipal election.

Before turning into the estimations, the empirical analysis starts by exploring the plausible

pre-di�erences of the two groups. The analysis follows the example of Hornbeck and Naidu

(2014). For 2016, municipality i's investments in environmental protection Yi is regressed on

the variable TREATi:

(4) Yi = βTREATi + εi

For the outcome variable Yi, the estimated β re�ects within-municipality di�erences before the

municipal election in 2017 for those municipalities, in which the Greens became one of the three

biggest parties and in rest of the municipalities.
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics for treated and controlled municipalities

Treated Controlled Di�erence

Investments per capita 0.70 0.81 −0.11
(2.25) (5.75) (6.17)

Change in investments∗ 0.18 0.19 −0.01
(1.44) (4.12) (4.36)

Vote share of the Greens (%) 10.36 3.03 7.33

(4.77) (3.93) (6.18)

Seat share of the Greens (%) 10.31 2.48 7.83

(5.24) (3.98) (6.58)

Rank of the Greens 4.27 5.96 −1.69
(1.26) (1.28) (1.80)

ln(Population) 10.39 8.84 1.55

(1.00) (1.11) (1.49)

Number of municipalities 18∗∗ 274

Observations 216 3,288

Note: Standard deviations are reported in parentheses.
∗Annual change, 2008 set as zero.
∗∗Two additional municipalities omitted.

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.
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To explore the di�erences in pre-trends in environmental investments, equation (4) is mod-

i�ed to regress the change in environmental investments from 2008 to 2016 on the explanatory

variable:

(5) Yi,2016 − Yi,2008 = βTREATi + εi

Now, for the outcome variable Yi,2016 − Yi,2008, the β̂ re�ects within-municipality di�erences

before the 2017 municipal election in treated and controlled municipalities.

Table 5: Investment share and pre-treatment municipality characteristics

Di�erence by municipality groups

Pre 2017 mean Pre 2017 levels Pre 2017 changes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

TREAT 0.56 0.53 0.25 0.37 2.30

(2.39) (0.58) (0.63) (2.00) (2.16)

Number of municipalities 292 292 292 292 292

Notes: Column (1) shows the mean of investment share across municipalities in 2016. Column (2) shows

the di�erence for the treatment group: the coe�cients are estimated by regressing the municipality

characteristic on the investment share. Column (3) shows the estimated di�erence when controlling

for three other municipality characteristics. In Column (4), the coe�cients are estimated by regressing

the municipality characteristic on the change in investment share. Column (5) shows the estimated

di�erence when controlling for three other municipality characteristics. In Column (1), the standard

deviation is reported in parentheses. In Columns 2�5, robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

∗p<0.1;∗∗p<0.05;∗∗∗p<0.01

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.

Column 1 in Table 5 reports the mean and standard deviation of the investment share

prior the municipal election in 2017. Column 2 reports within-municipality di�erences in pre-

treatment investment share for treated municipalities, from estimating equation (4). Column 3
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reports these di�erences conditional on three municipal-level controls, that are the vote share

of the Greens, the Greens' seat share in the local council and the Greens' rank in a given

municipality. Column 4 reports within-municipality di�erences in pre-treatment trends for

treated municipalities from estimating equation (5), and Column 5 reports these di�erences

in trends conditional on the above mentioned three municipal-level controls. Controlling for

the Greens' vote share allows for the impact of voter preference to vary over time, as in local

councils the elected candidates usually act in favour to their voters. Controlling for the seat

share of the Greens is basically an alternative way to allow the impact of voter preference to

vary and to allow the preferences of the party, that are assumed to be pro-environmental, to

vary over time. Same intuition is followed when controlling for the rank of the Greens but that

allows the changes in voting power of the party.

Prior the municipal election in 2017, the treated municipalities are estimated to have in-

vested more in environmental protection compared to the controlled municipalities. Similarly,

the trend is positive for the treated municipalities prior the 2017 election. All of the esti-

mates are statistically insigni�cant and can not be considered signi�cantly di�erent from zero.

However, since the treated municipalities were slightly di�erent in pre-trends and levels, the

following empirical speci�cation control for pre-treatment di�erences.

The empirical speci�cation estimates municipality and year-speci�c di�erences between

treated and controlled municipalities, relative to omitted base year of 2016. Investment share

Y in municipality i and year t is regressed on the treatment dummy variable and municipality

and year �xed e�ects:

(6) Yit = βtTREATi + αi + αt + εit

Now β is allowed to vary by year and each estimated β shows the average di�erence between

treated and controlled municipalities in that speci�c year relative to the omitted base year of

2016.

As stated, the identi�cation assumption is based on the assumption that the controlled

municipalities would be suitable counterfactuals to the treated municipalities. As can be seen

from Table 5, there are some small di�erences between the treated and controlled municipalities,

but the di�erences are not statistically signi�cant. These di�erences could, however, threat

the validity of the results, if the pre-treatment di�erences were the drivers of the results and

therefore the environmental investments had changed di�erently irrespective of the Greens'
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electoral success. Therefore, one model speci�cation controls for year-interacted measure of the

population of a given municipality.

Following the steps of Hornbeck and Naidu (2014), Figure 6 shows estimated changes in

investment share for treated municipalities, relative to changes for controlled municipalities,

from estimating equation (6). In Figure 6, the year-speci�c coe�cients β̂t's are plotted and

2016 is set as the base year. The estimates are obtained under unconditional parallel trend

assumption. The null hypothesis of the unconditional parallel trends assumption is that in all

periods these should be equal to 0. Clearly this is not the case. However, apart from 2012, the

investment share developed quite steadily in treated municipalities before the 2017 election.

The only statistically signi�cant estimate is for 2019 at 5 % signi�cance level and as the other

ones are statistically insigni�cant, they could be interpreted being zero. This result supports

the parallel trend assumption.
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Figure 6: Estimated di�erences in investment share in treated municipalities, relative to omit-
ted base year 2016. Data source: Statistics Finland.
Note: This graph reports estimated di�erences in environmental investment share between treated and con-

trolled municipalities, relative to di�erences in 2016. From estimating equation (6), the outcome is regressed

on the treatment dummy variable and municipality and year �xed e�ects. The lines indicate 95 % con�dence

intervals, based on robust standard errors clustered at the municipality level.



5 Results and discussion

This chapter presents the results from estimating the DiD model and its di�erent speci�cations.

In addition, this chapter discusses the robustness and validity of the results by comparing the

obtained estimates with alternative estimations and speci�cations of the model. Lastly, some

potential future research topics will be discussed.

5.1 Main results

Table 6 presents the results of the DiD model speci�cations. As stated in the Section 4.3, when

the DiD analysis is conducted for panel data including several observations for one individual

(here, municipality), it is necessary to include time and individual level �xed e�ects. Column 1

presents the results of the basic DiD model speci�ed in equation (3), with year and municipality

�xed e�ects. As regards the results in Column 2, the regression is otherwise similar but the

Greens' vote share in a given municipality is used as a control variable. When controlling for

the observed characteristics by including the Xi variable in the analysis, presented in Column

3, the model becomes a lot stricter. The observed characteristics are modelled by multiplying

year �xed e�ects by the population (in logs) in 2017 to be able to compare municipalities of

similar size to one another. In Column 4, the dependent variable is log transformed but the

model equation is otherwise similar to the one presented in Column 2. In Column 5, the model

is otherwise similar to the one in Column 4, but the observed characteristics are controlled.

Once taking the natural logarithm, it is no longer necessary to omit the two municipalities from

the data, as the observations are less outstanding, hence the larger number of observations. The

standard errors reported in Columns 1�5 are robust and clustered at the municipality level. The

assumptions regarding the reported standard errors will be discussed and inspected further in

Section 5.2.

34
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The point estimate in Column 1 is −1.09 and statistically signi�cant at 10 % level. When

controlling for the vote share of the Greens, the estimated e�ect is a bit larger, -1.42e and sig-

ni�cant at 1 % level as presented in Column 2. In Column 3, when comparing municipalities of

similar size, the estimate for TREAT×POST, despite the strictness of the model, is statistically

signi�cant at 10 % level. The size of the treatment e�ect is close to the one presented in Column

1. The order of magnitude of the results can be interpreted as if the Greens became a top 3

party as a result of the 2017 municipal election, the investments in environmental protection

per capita decreased by approximately 1.04�1.42e, depending whether or not controlling for

vote share of the Greens or the size of the municipality. In Columns 4 and 5 the point estimates

are statistically signi�cant at 5 % level. When taking the natural logarithm of the investment

share18, the treatment e�ect is between −0.23 and −0.26, which translates into a decrease of

20�23 % in investments in environmental protection per capita in the treated municipalities.

The average population of Finnish municipalities during the sample period was 18,420.69,

which means that on average the decrease in environmental investments would be approximately

20,077e in 2018 and 2019. However, as the Greens on average is more popular in bigger cities

and municipalities, the possible decrease in amount of investments in environmental protection

would be larger, approximately 56,210e. For example, city of Vantaa, located in the capital

city region with a population of 233,775 at the end of the year 2019, would invest 254,800e

less in environmental protection than another municipality or city with similar population and

municipality �xed e�ects, in which the Greens would not have become a top 3 party in the

municipal election in 2017.

A graphical presentation of the di�erences of the treated and controlled municipalities in

Figure 7 shows the investments in environmental protection in treated municipalities started

to decrease already in 2017, but the slope has been steeper since 2017. Hence the negative and

larger estimates for the TREAT×POST variable, compared to the estimates in pre-di�erences

analysis. In Figure 7, investments in environmental protection of the 292 municipalities are on

y-axis and the years on x-axis. Treated municipalities, that are the municipalities in which the

Greens became a top three party in the 2017 municipal election, are depicted with the blue

line. Municipal election in 2017 is depicted with the vertical line. After the 2017 election,

the investments in environmental protection in controlled municipalities exceeded that of the

treated municipalities. This type of graphical analysis is also one way to assess the validity

18Logarithm of investment share is taken by adding a constant to zeros.
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Table 6: Results from the di�erence-in-di�erences model and its speci�cations

Dependent variable:

Investment share log Investment share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

TREAT×POST −1.09∗ −1.42∗∗∗ −1.04∗ −0.26∗∗ −0.23∗∗

(0.57) (0.54) (0.57) (0.11) (0.12)

Vote share 0.07 0.01

(0.07) (0.01)

Xi 0.04∗ 0.00

(0.02) (0.00)

Observations 3,504 3,504 3,468 3,528 5,528

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Clustered, robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.
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Figure 7: Investments in environmental protection in treated and controlled municipalities in

2008�2019.19Data source: Statistics Finland.

of the identi�cation assumption. When employing the chosen DiD model, it is assumed the

municipalities would have invested in environmental protection similarly if the treatment would

not have occurred. Indeed, prior 2017 there seems to be no con�icting trends and the parallel

trend assumption seems valid.

A potential explanation behind the results is that the identi�cation assumption leaves those

municipalities and cities, in which the Greens has already been in power prior 2017, out of the

treatment group. For example, in Helsinki, Espoo and Turku, all of them being cities with over

100,000 inhabitants, the Greens has been among the three biggest political parties throughout

the year range 2008�2019 which is why they are placed in control group. It might be so that

the Greens has reached a more stable and powerful position in cities such as those mentioned

above and hence their impact on policies conducted in those municipalities might be positive

19For a similar �gure with log transformed investment share, see the Appendix A.
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and larger than the negative e�ect estimated here. Taking this into consideration, this leads

to a re-speci�cation that the question asked and answered by this model is not whether the

Greens has had an increasing impact on environmental investments in general. The question

is, actually, whether the Greens has managed to increase environmental investments in those

municipalities where the party has deemed political power only recently. The answer to this

question, according to the empirical analysis conducted here, is negative.

Although the estimates presented in this study are statistically signi�cant, it would be

inaccurate to claim that when the Greens obtain power in a given municipality it leads to

a decrease in environmental protection investments. After all, the division to treatment and

control groups is quite arbitrary, as the top 3 position might not guarantee a powerful position.

In practice, it is possible that the two biggest parties have a majority in a local council and

the third biggest party does not actually have enough power to a�ect the decisions of the local

council. Additionally, the data extend to only two years after the municipal election in 2017,

which is why it is not possible to make valid conclusions concerning the entire election term

that continues until 2021. Furthermore, the Greens is not the only party seeking the votes

of pro-environmental voters. As shown by Borg (2018), a clear majority of Finnish voters

deem environmental issues important. Perhaps other parties wish to prioritize environmental

protection too, as they have witnessed the Greens' rise in support over the past elections. By

investing more in environmental protection, other parties could try to attain the votes of the

pro-environmental voters.

As Folke (2014) shows with data from Swedish municipalities, when it comes to secondary

policy issues such as environmental policies, it is not solely party representation that matters

but the relative allocation of power or independent voting coalitions among several parties.

Perhaps the local councils and their voting coalitions of several parties in treated municipalities

have been unable to do compromises when it comes to environmental investments. How much

one political party can in�uence the compromise decisions and have an e�ect in a multi-party

local council depends on the other parties in powerful positions in the local council. When

looking at the party compositions of the local councils of the 18 treated municipalities in the

term following the 2017 election, presented in Table 7, in 16 of them the National Coalition

Party is one of the three biggest parties. In 15 of the 18 local councils the Social Democratic

Party is among the top 3 parties, in addition to the Greens. Only in �ve out of 18 local councils

the Centre Party has a signi�cant position in addition to the Greens, whereas the Finns Party
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has a signi�cant position in one local council.

To study the local council composition e�ect, additional Boolean dummy variables NCP,

SDP and CENT, that get a value TRUE if the National Coalition Party, Social Democratic

Party or the Centre Party, respectively, is one of the top 3 parties and FALSE otherwise, will

be added to the empirical analysis. Now the estimated model equation, using the National

Coalition Party as an example, is the following:

(7) Yit
20 = (TREATi × POSTt)×NCPit +NCPit + votesharei + αt + αi + εit

The estimated results of this model speci�cation are presented in Table 8. The Columns are

numbered from 1�3 for NCP, SDP and Centre Party, respectively. The results suggest that

when controlling for the top 3 position of the NCP, the overall treatment e�ect is slightly

larger, −1.22, than the one obtained from the baseline DiD model. However, as the interaction

term (TREAT×POST)×NCP is statistically insigni�cant, including the interaction term is not

adequate. As regards SDP, the overall treatment e�ect is −1.26, but the interaction term is

again statistically insigni�cant. As regards the Centre Party, the overall treatment e�ect is

−1.83 and the interaction term is again statistically insigni�cant. Nevertheless, it seems when

the National Coalition Party or the Social Democratic Party is one of the biggest parties in the

local council in addition to the Greens, the treatment e�ect is a bit steeper than the one obtained

from the baseline DiD analysis, but it is less steep compared to those municipalities in which

the Centre Party is among the three biggest parties. Hence, it is possible to presume that the

presence of the Centre Party representatives in the local councils in the treated municipalities

would decrease the investments in environmental protection further.

When using the log transformed dependent variable while controlling for the NCP's presence

in the local council, the estimated e�ect for the treated municipalities is highly signi�cant and

results as approximately a 17 % decrease in investments in environmental protection, per capita,

compared to controlled municipalities. In addition, contrary to when the dependent variable

was in levels, the interaction term (TREAT×POST)×NCP is statistically signi�cant at 5 %

level. This implies that in those treated municipalities, in which the National Coalition Party

was among the three biggest parties alongside with the Greens, the treatment e�ect is less

drastic than described in Column 4 of Table 6. As regards SDP, the estimated e�ect for the

treated municipalities results as approximately a 16 % decrease in investments in environmental
20Or ln(Yit) when taking the logarithms.
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Table 7: Top three parties in the treated municipalities, in addition to the Greens∗, council

term 2017�2021, measured in absolute seats in the local council

Municipality National Coalition P. SD P.a Centre P. Finns P. SP P.b

Akaa X X X

Hyvinkää X X

Hämeenlinna X X X

Jyväskylä X X

Kaarina X X

Kangasala X X

Kangasniemi X X

Kirkkonummi X X

Kuusamo X X

Lahti X X

Lohja X X

Naantali X X X

Nokia X X

Padasjoki X X X

Porvoo X X

Sipoo X X

Vantaa X X

Ylöjärvi X X

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.
∗ In some cases four parties are considered as the "top 3", if two or more

of the parties hold the same amount of seats as the Greens.
a Social Democratic Party, b Swedish People's Party.
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protection per capita. However, the interaction term is statistically insigni�cant. As regards

the Centre Party, the estimated e�ect for the treated municipalities results as approximately a

30 % decrease in investments in environmental protection per capita, but the interaction term

is again statistically insigni�cant.

One possible explanation for the negative sign of the treatment indicator β̂ obtained from

the baseline DiD model could be the agency problem between politicians and bureaucrats.

Bureaucrats working in municipalities are most involved in the every day businesses of the

local councils. Pettersson-Lidbom (2012) shows a negative relationship between the council

size and municipality's spending in Finland and Sweden. In 2019, over 23 % of all wage

earners of age 15�74 were employed in municipalities (Statistics Finland, 2021). The �ndings

of Pettersson-Lidbom (2012) are against the partisan hypothesis and so called pork-barrel

politics. Third possible reason for the negative estimate could be the potential contradiction

between the party's election themes and platform and local issues. As Harjunen, Saarimaa and

Tukiainen (2021) and Chattopadhyay and Du�o (2004) show, candidates in local elections have

a strong local support that incites them to act in favour of voters in their neighbourhood. As

the Greens has recently increased its support in smaller municipalities too, the goals of the

local businesses and livelihood might be against the party's goals of protecting environment

and making pro-environmental decisions. The preferences of voters matter that might lead to

elected candidates making compromises. When it comes to making compromises, as the Greens

does not have a simple majority in any municipality, it is worth noting that as decision-making

in municipalities requires simple majority, the decisions made are often compromises for some

political parties. To which extent this a�ects how the Greens does politics, would be a subject

of another thesis.

Notwithstanding of all the reasons mentioned earlier, a potential explanation for the es-

timation results could lie in the �nancing of the treated municipalities. Perhaps, for some

reason, the �scal grants from the central government allocated to the treated municipalities

have decreased more than in the controlled municipalities, that prevents the municipalities to

spend as much on environmental protection. The �scal grants, so called equalisation payments,

have decreased steadily in the 2010s, according to Ministry of Finance (2019). However, the

magnitude of e�ect the �scal grants might or might not have fall outside the scope of this thesis.
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Table 8: Results from the DiD model, when controlling for the presence of NCP, SDP or Centre

Party in the local council

Dependent variable:

Investment share log Investment share

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

TREAT×POST −3.29∗∗ −1.92∗∗ −1.35∗∗ −0.58∗∗∗ −0.45∗∗∗ −0.25∗

(1.61) (0.91) (0.61) (0.19) (0.16) (0.13)

Vote share 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

NCP −0.63 −0.04
(0.71) (0.14)

(TREAT×POST)×NCP 2.63 0.44∗∗

(1.69) (0.22)

SDP −0.08 0.10

(0.76) (0.13)

(TREAT×POST)×SDP 0.67 0.18

(1.12) (0.22)

CENT −1.33 −0.30
(0.94) (0.20)

(TREAT×POST)×CENT 0.78 0.19

(0.68) (0.13)

Observations 3,504 3,504 3,504 3,528 3,528 3,528

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Clustered, robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.
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5.2 Robustness and validity of the results

In this section, multiple robustness checks are conducted and the validity of the DiD design

is investigated. As a validity check, �rst step is to identify whether the investment series is

stationary or not. The augmented Dickey-Fuller test for panel data suggests rejecting the

null hypothesis of a unit root. This would suggest the series of environmental investments

is stationary. The ADF test rejects the null hypothesis for the logarithmic series as well.

Following this, a test to identify whether the explanatory variable and residual standard errors

are correlated was committed. As regards the residuals, Pearson's product-moment correlation

test suggests that the explanatory variable TREATit is not correlated with the residuals of

the model formulated in equation (3) or in any of its speci�cations presented in Table 6. In

addition, the mean residual is approximately zero. As a result, the estimated coe�cients for

interaction term TREATi × POSTt are consistent.
Durbin-Watson test detects that the residuals are autocorrelated in the �rst lag. In addition,

the Breusch-Pagan test detects heteroskedasticity in the baseline DiD model. The regression

model function applied here is suitable for �xed e�ects models and it is possible to choose for

which variable the residuals are clustered. When applying panel data, heteroskedasticity is a

common feature as well as clustering of the residual standard errors. This is why the results

presented in columns 1�5 of Table 6 are clustered at the municipality level, as clustering is

enough to account for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, according to Bertrand, Du�o

and Mullainathan (2004). Hausman test was conducted for each model speci�cation presented

in Table 6 to see whether �xed or random e�ect model was more suitable and the test result

favoured �xed e�ect model. Because municipality and year �xed e�ects were included in the

DiD model equation, all estimates were obtained using a function to �t a linear model with

�xed e�ects.

The causal party e�ect is challenging to estimate, since parties in governments are not ran-

domly selected. Randomization would ensure there would be no systematic, pre-existing di�er-

ences between local governments in di�erent compositions. Several studies, such as Meriläinen

(2019) and Pettersson-Lidbom (2008), use regression discontinuity design as their empirical

strategy to obtain unbiased estimates. Both mentioned studies use a 50 % vote share as a

�xed threshold and they compare outcomes for units just above and just below the threshold

to ensure the treatment status is as good as randomly assigned. Such RD approach is not pos-
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sible in this study, as the Greens does not have a simple majority in any Finnish municipality

and in general, it has become rare for any Finnish party to have a simple majority the local

councils. When it comes to research question such as the one presented in this study, such RD

method is not even preferred, as it is set to answer other type of research questions. The focus

of this study is the e�ect of the increase in Greens' political power in general, not the e�ect

of one additional seat in the local council. Other studies using RD design for other purposes,

such as Folke (2014) and Freier and Odendahl (2015), build on rather complex calculations of

party power indices. At this time, considering time constraint and the extent of a master's

thesis, I will have to restrain my willingness to compute such index for the Greens in Finnish

municipalities.

Municipalities do have the power and means to make pro-environmental decisions. In ad-

dition to investment decisions, there are other measures the municipalities can take, such as

favouring renewable energy sources in the heating of schools and hospitals or improving waste

management. As discussed in Section 4.1, even if municipalities make pro-environmental in-

vestment decisions the investments might not be allocated on one activity category, that in this

case is "Investments in environmental protection". Hence, it would be useful to use alternative

measures of the consequences of municipalities' pro-environmental decisions. One possibility

is to look at the total emissions of municipalities. Finnish Environment Institute SYKE21 has

calculated the volume and trend in climate emissions for all Finnish municipalities from 2005 to

2018. The method that is used to calculate the emissions is called ALas22. The emissions cal-

culated are presented as carbon dioxide equivalents. The complete dataset, available at Finnish

Environment Institute SYKE's website, includes the calculated emissions for all 310 Finnish

municipalities in 2005�2018. As a robustness check, this data is used to construct a linear model

to estimate the relationship between the Greens' political power and municipalities' emissions.

To ensure some level of compatibility, years prior 2008 and the 16 municipalities located on

Åland Island will be excluded from the emissions dataset. Unfortunately the dataset includes

only those municipalities that exist in the beginning of 2020 and therefore one municipality

that is included in the environmental investment dataset is not included here. Hence, the

emission dataset applied here includes observations for 294 municipalities for years 2008�2018.

In this empirical exercise, we will regress the carbon dioxide equivalent kilotons per capita on

21Suomen Ympäristökeskus, in Finnish.
22See details of the calculation here.

https://hiilineutraalisuomi.fi/en-US/Emissions_and_indicators
https://hiilineutraalisuomi.fi/en-US/Emissions_and_indicators/Calculation_principles
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a dummy variable "TOP 3 position", that gets a value TRUE if the Greens are among top 3

parties in a given municipality at a given year and FALSE otherwise. The results can be seen in

Table 9. In the �rst model speci�cation presented in Column 1, a control variable for the vote

share of the Greens from municipal elections in 2008, 2012, and 2017 is included, in addition to

year and municipality �xed e�ects23. It is worth stressing that the model presented here is not

directly comparable to the one presented in Section 4.3, as the explanatory dummy variable

is di�erent. The reason why the dummy variable employed here is di�erent is because of the

time frame of the data; in the emissions dataset there is only one observation after the 2017

municipal election and as the new elected councils start their terms in June, it is not reasonable

to assume that the emissions produced in 2018 are following on that council's actions. Hence,

the identi�cation strategy is now di�erent.

The estimate for the explanatory variable, presented in Table 9, is statistically insigni�cant.

What this means with respect to the results obtained using the DiD design is that there is no

statistical evidence that the Greens being one of the three biggest parties in any municipality

would cause or coexist with either increasing or decreasing emissions. Based on this result,

there is no statistical evidence to support the hypothesis that the Greens' political power in

general would cause the emissions to decrease. The causality might actually be reversed; the

residents of those municipalities, who are aware of climate change and willing to make pro-

environmental decisions in their everyday life could be more likely to vote for the Greens. The

survey conducted after the municipal election in 2017 showed that 49 % of the voters of the

Greens voted for the party because of the values of the party (Borg, 2018). As the estimate

is not signi�cantly di�erent from zero, the Greens' political power shows no e�ect on emission

levels. A potential explanation is that the local authorities and politicians can a�ect only a

share of municipality's emissions. Households and companies located in those municipalities are

important actors and as the municipalities or central government can not force Finnish citizens

to cut their emissions, the merits of decreased emissions can not be given to municipalities and

politicians.

Regardless of the Greens' impact on the emissions, several municipalities have managed to

abate their carbon dioxide emissions. One potential driver on the emission cuts might not be

the political power of the Greens, but the municipality's commitment to Finnish Environment

Institute SYKE's project towards carbon neutral municipalities, the HINKU project in short.

23For speci�c model equations, see Appendix B.
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Table 9: Estimated results

Dependent variable:

ktCO2 per capita

(1) (2)

TOP 3 position −0.44 −0.30
(0.44) (0.45)

Vote share 0.06 0.06

(0.10) (0.10)

HINKU −1.79
(1.19)

Observations 3,234 3,234

Year FE Yes Yes

Municipality FE Yes Yes

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland and

Finnish Environment Institute.
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In February 2021, 77 municipalities are committed to cut their emissions by 80 % from the 2007

levels by 203024. (Carbon neutral Finland, 2021) When adding a dummy variable HINKU, that

is of value TRUE if a municipality is committed to the project or FALSE when not committed

to the project, to the regression model above (results presented in Column 2), the point estimate

for TOP 3 position is closer to zero compared to the point estimate in Column 1 of the Table 9,

but it remains statistically insigni�cant. On the other hand, when regressing the emissions of

municipalities on HINKU participation dummy variable, the estimate is statistically signi�cant

at 1 % level. When controlling for vote share of the Greens or the top 3 position of the Greens,

the control variables are statistically insigni�cant. This supports the analysis that the driver of

the emission abatement is not the Greens' electoral success or political power but more likely

the municipalities' commitment to the HINKU project. How much the Greens' local politicians

have a�ected the municipalities' participation in the HINKU project remains unclear. The

data, however, show no statistically signi�cant relationship between the municipalities' HINKU

participation and the Greens' top 3 position.

The emission levels among di�erent municipalities di�er quite a lot depending on population

and business activities in those municipalities. In some municipalities there are big factories

operating, for example in lumber industry, causing more emissions. Outside capital city region

road tra�c causes more emissions, as the distances between work and home are on average

longer. This is why municipalities might not be at equal position and making causal interpre-

tation of the estimation results is di�cult, if not impossible. Some voters living in municipalities

a�ected by the emissions of factories might be in favour of environmental friendly politics but

the factories have existed and operated for decades and even though the voters would vote for

the Greens, the emissions might not decrease as a result of the Greens' political power. In

this case the preferences of voters and businesses would not align and voter preference alone

would not lead to a change in the dependent variable. On the other hand, voters residing in

areas a�ected by agriculture might not vote for the Greens as their livelihood depends on the

agriculture, that unfortunately causes emissions. In this case, voter preferences and preferences

of the businesses would be more or less equal. This comes down to the question whether the

rationality of voters is a reasonable assumption. As discussed in Chapter 3, Lyytikäinen and

Tukiainen (2019) show that the Finnish voters are acting rationally when deciding whether to

24HINKU project was started in 2008. Municipalities have been able to join the HINKU project at their own

pace since the beginning of the project.
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vote or abstain in municipal elections. Voters' rationality is a usual assumption in political eco-

nomics (Persson and Tabellini, 2002). Voters' rationality would imply that the voting decision

and therefore the vote share of a given party would re�ect the voters' preferences.

As stated earlier, a straightforward comparison of the results from the DiD estimations and

the results of the linear regression on the emissions data is not uncomplicated. Perhaps a more

suitable parallel for the DiD estimations could be achieved by employing a similar, simple linear

regression on the data on municipalities' investments in environmental protection used in the

DiD analysis. To make valid comparisons between the robustness checks, the data are limited

to 2018 similar to the emissions dataset. The estimated results are presented in Table 1025. The

results presented in Table 10 use the data for all 294 municipalities. This data di�er from the

emission data even though the total amount of municipalities and observations is the same; the

emissions data are missing observations for one municipality that was abolished in the beginning

of 2020 that exists in the investment share dataset, and the observations for municipality Salla

were omitted from the environmental investment dataset, but the municipality is included in

the emissions dataset.

In Column 1, when controlling for the Greens' vote share and year and municipality �xed

e�ects, the estimate for TOP 3 position is positive but statistically insigni�cant. As the estimate

is not signi�cantly di�erent from zero, the result suggest that in those municipalities in which

the Greens is among the three biggest parties, the spending on environmental investments does

not signi�cantly di�er from municipalities where the Greens is not in the top 3. In Column

2, a variable controlling for the municipality's participation in HINKU project is added, but

the estimate is statistically insigni�cant and the estimates for TOP 3 position and Vote share

remain more or less unchanged to previous speci�cation. When comparing these results to the

results from the DiD design, again there is no statistical evidence that the Greens being one of

the three biggest parties in a municipality would cause or coexist with increasing or decreasing

investments in environmental protection.

In one Finnish municipality, Raasepori, the Greens has been the third largest party during

2008�2019 with a vote share of less than 10 %, whereas in the city of Vantaa the Greens was

only the fourth largest party in 2012-2016 with a vote share of almost 14 %. Therefore, one

could also use the rank of the Greens as an explanatory variable to regress on the municipal-

ity's investments in environmental protection instead of the TOP 3 position. Now the assumed

25For speci�c model equations, see Appendix B.
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Table 10: Estimated results

Dependent variable:

Investment share per capita

(1) (2)

TOP 3 position 0.38 0.35

(1.49) (1.49)

Vote share 0.09 0.09

(0.07) (0.07)

HINKU 0.40

(0.51)

Observations 3,234 3,234

Year FE Yes Yes

Municipality FE Yes Yes

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland and

Finnish Environment Institute.
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hypothesis of the relationship would be the following: the smaller the rank, the more power

the Greens has and the more the local council has incentives to direct investments in environ-

mental protection. When applying the investment dataset of 294 municipalities for year range

2008�2019, and controlling for the municipality and year �xed e�ects, the estimator for RANK

is positive (0.11) but statistically insigni�cant. Again, these results do not directly align with

the ones obtained from the DiD analysis as the estimates are statistically insigni�cant. Neither

do they support the hypothesis of the relationship between the rank of the Greens and envi-

ronmental investments. The empirical analysis does not show that the smaller the rank of the

Greens, the larger are the investments in environmental protection. The results, as well as the

speci�c model equation are presented in Table 11 in the Appendix B.

Yet another aspect worth considering when assessing the party e�ect on expenditures such

as investments are the revenues of the municipality. As described in Section 2.2, in 2019, 48

% of all municipalities' revenues came from taxes. A reasonable assumption is that the tax

revenue is a key ingredient de�ning the municipality's �nancial position and the larger the tax

revenue, the more the municipality can a�ord to invest. As discussed earlier, one party's e�ect

on municipality's investment decisions is limited as there are other aspects, such as the �nancial

position, a�ecting the overall size of the budget and also the size of its expenditure subcategories.

Municipalities have the right to collect �at income tax and property tax. In addition, Finnish

municipalities are allocated a share of the corporate tax levied by the central government.

Income tax is the biggest contributor of the tax revenue of the Finnish municipalities. Total

income tax revenue depends on the size of the population and especially on the share of its

working-age population.

Finnish Tax Administration is publishing statistics on income tax revenue of the Finnish

municipalities. Unfortunately the freely available data extend only from 2014 to 2019. As

yet another robustness check, when regressing the investment share on the TOP 3 position

of the municipality and using tax revenue per capita as a control variable, while controlling

for municipality and year �xed e�ects, the estimated coe�cient for TOP 3 position is −0.62,
but the estimate is statistically insigni�cant. The estimate for the variable of tax revenue per

capita is zero and statistically insigni�cant. This result indicates that during 2014�2019 the

relationship between the Greens' top 3 position and environmental investment share could have

been negative and una�ected by the tax revenue. This con�icts with the results presented in

Table 10, as the coe�cient for TOP 3 position is not positive, but as the time frames are not
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equal it is not possible to make solid conclusions. The results, as well as the speci�c model

equation are presented in Table 12 in the Appendix B.

5.3 Suggestions for future research topics

Political economy is still today a vivid �eld of research and especially research questions focusing

on local issues are popular among scholars. It is indeed important to shed light to political

processes and political decision-making also from the view point of economics as politicians and

bureaucrats have budgetary power that might be surprisingly signi�cant at times. Academic

research on these types of questions brings up issues in legislation and processes that might be

of interest of the voters and therefore enhance democracy. Hence, I argue that my contribution

to the literature, may it be of less signi�cance or not, is still important regardless of the results.

I would encourage all students and future researchers interested in political processes and local

decision-making to invent new ways to study and estimate these types of questions.

To study causal relationships comes with multiple obstacles, some of them that are discussed

in Section 4.3. In empirical economics, researchers are often forced to use quasi-experimental

research methods as actual randomized controlled trials are not possible for various reasons.

Credible research designs are often obtained by exploiting randomness in the studied outcome.

In political economics, a common choice is a regression discontinuity (RD) research design.

According to Angrist and Pischke (2009), a fuzzy RD exploits discontinuities in probability

or expected value of a treatment, and the discontinuity becomes an instrumental variable for

treatment status. This type of research design would be suitable for research questions related

to the one presented in this thesis, as the election result is not purely deterministic that switches

either on or o�. However, the RD research design would not have been suitable for this speci�c

research question, as I was interested in the e�ect of the Greens' increased political power in

general and not the marginal e�ect of an increase in political representation.

As I started this master's thesis project, I made my decision on the subject fast but there

would have been several other potential research topics, too. For example, in addition to

studying the Greens' political power in Finnish municipalities, it would be interesting to see

how the di�erent combinations of political parties in local councils a�ect the decisions on

environmental protection. To some extent this idea was applied in this study too, as it was

shown the political power of the National Coalition Party, the Social Democratic Party and the
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Centre Party could possibly reduce the environmental investments in the treated municipalities

even more. An extended speci�cation of this type of question would be to see in much more

detail how the political power of another party, say the Centre Party, National Coalition Party or

Finns Party, a�ect the Greens' political power in municipalities in several environment-related

policy issues.

As discussed in Chapter 3, several studies exploit regression discontinuities in their empirical

strategies. One speciality in Finnish election system is that when two candidates of a same

party reach equal number of votes, their order will be drawn. Same procedure will be taken if

two candidates of di�erent parties reach equal number of votes. In this case, the decision which

candidate is elected is random with 50�50 chances for both candidates. It would be interesting

to study such situations, where the Greens' candidate wins (or looses) the draw, resulting the

party winning (or loosing) one additional seat compared to the party of the other candidate.

Especially in cases where the other candidate would represent the National Coalition Party,

the Finns Party or the Centre Party, all of them that are often placed against the Greens

in environmental questions in the public discourse, this element of randomness could o�er a

credible quasi-experimental research design to study the e�ect of increased voting power.

One example of a Finnish study exploiting close elections is the article by Hyytinen et al.

(2018), in which the authors focus on the closeness of the election result within a party list.

Hyytinen et al. (2018) do not focus on speci�c parties, but in general on public employees that

are elected and whether the increase in elected public employees increase municipality's spend-

ing. Another quite similar example of a piece of research focusing on German municipalities is

the article by Freier and Odendahl (2015), in which the authors simulate election result that

are a�ected by a random variable, a weather shock, popularity shock or another type of random

shock, that a�ects the party's election result and hence, the party's voting power. Based on

their estimations, the authors draw conclusions on how di�erent parties' voting power a�ects

levels of taxation in German municipalities. As to my best knowledge, there have not been such

attempts to calculate the voting power indices of Finnish political parties on local or national

level, but I would surely endorse the idea.
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This thesis asks whether the Greens' increased political power in local councils following the

results of the municipal election in 2017 has caused an increase in investments in environmental

protection in Finnish municipalities. To answer this question and to gauge causal relationship,

a di�erence-in-di�erences model is employed for which the 292 municipalities are divided in

treatment and control groups, depending on whether the Greens had become one of the three

biggest parties measured in vote share in municipal election in 2017 or not, respectively. The

data used in the analysis extend from 2008 to 2019. The statistically signi�cant estimates show

a negative causal relationship between the dependent and explanatory variable. In those 18

municipalities, in which the Greens reached a top 3 position in the 2017 municipal election,

the municipalities spend on average 1.09e per capita less in investments in environmental

protection compared to their counterfactuals. When controlling for the Greens' vote share, the

di�erence extends to 1.42e per capita. This result con�icts with the partisan hypothesis. It

is worth stressing that municipalities, in which the Greens has had a strong position26 before

the election in 2017 do no belong to the treatment group. As a robustness check, a linear

model estimating the relationship between the investments in environmental protection and

a dummy variable stating whether the Greens is one of the three biggest parties in a given

municipality over the years is employed. The estimated coe�cient for top 3 position is positive

but statistically insigni�cant.

Chapter 2 focuses on the institutional background of municipal elections in Finland, decision-

making process in municipalities and the Greens' history as a political party. The Finnish

election system and seat allocation, that is based on D'Hondt method, provides some random-

ness in the election results which can be exploited in the empirical analysis. Decisions in local

councils are taken by simple majority, which is why decisions are often compromises as it has

26The position is interpreted strong, if the party is one of the three biggest parties in the local council.

53
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become more uncommon for one party to hold a simple majority in local councils. Notwith-

standing, the Greens has managed to increase its support in municipal elections, as it was the

fourth biggest party in 2017 election with national support of 12.5 %. The Greens gained 212

additional seats in local councils and became the overall biggest party in two municipalities.

Chapter 3 discusses theory relating local decision-making, citizen candidate framework,

median voter model and partisan hypothesis. The results of cross-country and within-country

analysis are not unanimous. It appears to be more di�cult to �nd causal relationship when

performing cross-country analysis to study the existence of partisan hypothesis. However, on

the local level the hypothesis of party control's e�ect on local government spending �nds more

support. There are contradicting results regarding whether the left-wing parties spend more

than right-wing parties when in power, or not. Delightfully, Finnish research on the topic have

been published as well. Meriläinen (2019) and Hyytinen et al. (2018) study how di�erent local

council compositions a�ect government spending. The analysis focusing on public expenditure's

subcategories is broad with Swedish, German and Finnish data, for example. However, there

seems to be no previous published research with Finnish data on this topic in speci�c. This

thesis is written to complete previous analysis and to possibly provide more insights regarding

the party e�ect in Finnish municipalities' framework.

Chapter 4 introduces the dataset used in this study, discusses some concerns regarding the

data and presents the empirical strategy. The data used in this study are freely available in

Statistics Finland's PxWeb database. The data are not unproblematic, as they are reported

by the municipalities themselves, which is why the reliability and quality of the data is not on

the same level as it is with Statistics Finland's own data collections. There have been some

statistical changes occurring during the time frame of this study, but luckily the panel data show

only a few outliers that are taken into account in the empirical analysis. Empirical strategy of

this study is based on the identi�cation assumption stating that if the Greens had not become

a top 3 party as a result of the municipal election in 2017, the investments in environmental

protection had developed similarly in treatment and control groups. The treatment is assigned

based on the 2017 election results, because the Greens' vote share jumped by 4 percentage

points. This decision supports the chosen empirical strategy, as the 2017 election result can

be viewed as a surprising natural experiment, based on which the treatment is assigned. Pre-

di�erences in levels and trends in outcome variable are estimated, and the results show no

statistically signi�cant pre-di�erences. The two municipality groups, treated and controlled
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municipalities, have developed considerably similarly over the years, until the election in 2017.

The main results presented in Chapter 5 show that in 2017, the treated municipalities'

spending on environmental investments was on average higher compared to the controlled mu-

nicipalities, but in 2018 and 2019 the order was reversed. The estimate for the causal impact

of interest is statistically signi�cant and negative, meaning those municipalities, in which the

Greens became one of the three biggest parties as a result of the election result in 2017, have

experienced a decrease in their investments in environmental protection. On average, the in-

vestments in environmental protection per capita decreased by approximately 1.09e per capita

in the treatment group. The negative causal relationship is against the partisan hypothesis and

the pork-barrel politics, that are based on the assumption the ideologies of the political parties

in�uence their spending. When controlling for year and municipality �xed e�ects, the model

has R2 of 0.20. Hence, the model accounts only a �fth of the development in the dependent

variable, which is not surprising, as one party's political power, when not holding a simple

majority, is restricted. In addition, the compilation of investment statistics might leave out

some pro-environmental investments as municipalities might allocate the invested amounts to

multiple other activity categories that are not included in this analysis.

The results presented in this study might have various explanations, but probably the most

likely reason lies in the �nancing of the treated municipalities. Although this is not investigated

further here, the �scal grants from the central government have decreased steadily during the

last few decades and maybe the e�ect of cutting the grants has been larger for the treated

municipalities. Another explanation could be that the Greens' political power in newly-green

municipalities is not as established as it is in municipalities, in which the Greens has had more

political leverage for longer period. Furthermore, other parties might try to attain the votes of

the pro-environmental voters by investing more in environmental protection. As a result, the

investments in environmental protection would be higher in those municipalities, in which the

Greens does not have that much political power.

Alternatively, the other parties holding power in treated municipalities might prevent the

Greens from implementing pro-environmental policies in terms of investments. As Folke (2014)

shows, decisions such as environmental policies often require independent voting coalitions

and one party's representation is not as signi�cant. In 16 of the 18 treated municipalities

the National Coalition Party is one of the top three parties in the local council. Often the

policies of the Greens and National Coalition Party can be seen against each other, especially
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in terms of environmental protection. However, when controlling for the political power of the

National Coalition Party in the estimations, the treatment e�ect is only slightly larger, but

statistically insigni�cant. Other parties sharing political power with the Greens in the treated

municipalities are the Social Democratic Party and the Centre Party. The treatment e�ects are

again statistically insigni�cant. Therefore, the sole reason for the decrease in environmental

investments in treated municipalities is not the presence of the National Coalition Party, the

Social Democratic Party or the Centre Party.

Robustness checks support the analysis that the decrease in environmental investments in

treated municipalities does not apply for those cities, in which the Greens has had more power

for longer period. When regressing the investment share on the Greens' top 3 position, the

estimate is not signi�cantly di�erent from zero, contrary to the estimate obtained from the

di�erence-in-di�erences estimations. Because of the statistical insigni�cance, the e�ect can be

interpreted as zero meaning the Greens' being in strong position does not a�ect municipality's

investments in environmental protection. When looking at the emissions of the municipalities,

again the top 3 position of the Greens does not have a statistically signi�cant impact on the

emissions compared to those municipalities in which the Greens is not a top 3 party. Neither

of these robustness checks enable valid causal interpretation, as the models detect only the

relationship between the variables.

Whether the municipality has committed to the HINKU project, that is a project organized

by the Finnish Environment Institute SYKE in which the municipalities have committed to

cut their emissions by 80 % by 2030, does, on the other hand, have a statistically signi�cant

impact on the emission levels. This implies that the commitments the municipalities have made

towards carbon neutrality have a�ected the emissions levels more than whether the Greens has

had a strong political position or not. However, the Greens' impact on the commitment to the

HINKU project remains unclear and this extension is beyond the scope of this thesis and left

for future research. What is interesting, is that the HINKU project participation has not had

an e�ect on municipalities' investments in environmental protection. To study the underlying

reasons behind this phenomenon is again left for future research.
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A Additional �gures

Average per capita share of the investments in environmental protection, in logarithmic terms,

in 294 municipalities during 2008�2019:

Figure 8: Average log share of investments in environmental protection in 294 Finnish munici-

palities, 2008�2019. Data source: Statistics Finland.
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The di�erences of the treated and controlled municipalities, when the investment share is

in logarithmic terms:

Figure 9: Investments in environmental protection in logarithmic terms in treated and con-

trolled municipalities in 2008�2019. Data source: Statistics Finland.



B Additional tables

This section presents the model equations and estimation results of some of the analysis pre-

sented in Section 5.2:

� Model equations used to obtain the results presented in Table 9:

Column 1:

(8) Eit = β1TOP3it + β2voteit + εit

Column 2:

(9) Eit = β1TOP3it + β2voteit + β3yeart + β4municipalityi + εit

Column 3:

(10) Eit = β1TOP3it + β2voteit + β3yeart + β4municipalityi + β5HINKUi + εit

where Eit is a numerical variable representing the municipality's carbon dioxide emissions

per capita, TOP3it is a Boolean dummy variable of value TRUE if the Greens are among

the three biggest parties in a given municipality and FALSE otherwise, voteit is the Greens'

vote share obtained from the latest municipal election in a given municipality, yeart are

the year �xed e�ects, municipalityi are the municipality �xed e�ects, and HINKUi is a

Boolean dummy variable of value TRUE if the municipality in question is a part of the

HINKU network and FALSE otherwise. Fixed e�ects regression is applied, as the data

experience panel e�ect, i.e. the variances across entities is not zero. The standard errors

are clustered at the municipality level.
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� Model equations used to obtain the results presented in Table 10:

Column 1:

(11) Yit = β1TOP3it + β2voteit + εit

Column 2:

(12) Yit = β1TOP3it + β2voteit + β3yeart + β4municipalityi + εit

Column 3:

(13) Yit = β1TOP3it + β2voteit + β3yeart + β4municipalityi + β5HINKUi + εit

where Yit are the municipality's investments in environmental protection per capita,

TOP3it is a Boolean dummy variable of value TRUE if the Greens are among the three

biggest parties in a given municipality and FALSE otherwise, voteit is the Greens' vote

share obtained from the latest municipal election in a given municipality, yeart are the

year and municipalityi the municipality �xed e�ects and HINKUi is a Boolean dummy

variable of value TRUE if the municipality in question is a part of the HINKU network

and FALSE otherwise. Fixed e�ects regression is applied, as the data experience panel

e�ect, i.e. the variances across entities is not zero. The standard errors are clustered at

the municipality level.

� Model equations and results when regressing investment share on the rank of the Greens:

(14) Yit = β1RANKit + β2yeart + β3municipalityi + β4voteshareit + εit

where RANKit is a numerical variable representing the Greens rank in a given munici-

pality (the smaller the rank, the more seats the party has), yeari are the year �xed e�ects

and municipalityi are the municipality �xed e�ects, and voteshareit controls for the vote

share of the Greens. The results are presented in Table 11. Fixed e�ects regression is

applied, as the data experience panel e�ect, i.e. the variances across entities is not zero.
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Table 11: Estimated results when regressing investment share on rank of the Greens

Dependent variable:

Investment share

RANK 0.03 0.11

(0.17) (0.16)

Vote share 0.06

(0.06)

Observations 3,528 3,528

Year FE Yes Yes

Municipality FE Yes Yes

Note:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland.

� Model equation and results when regressing investment share on TOP 3 position, while

controlling for municipality's income tax revenue:

(15) Yit = β1TOP3it + β2taxi + β3yeart + β4municipalityi + εit

where TOP3i is a Boolean dummy variable of value TRUE if the Greens are among

the three biggest parties in a given municipality and FALSE otherwise, taxi is the tax

revenue of a given municipality per year divided by municipality's population, yeari are

the year �xed e�ects and municipalityi are the municipality �xed e�ects. The results are

presented in Table 12. Fixed e�ects regression is applied, as the data experience panel

e�ect, i.e. the variances across entities is not zero.
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Table 12: Estimated results when regressing investment share on TOP 3 position while con-

trolling for tax revenue

Dependent variable:

Investment share per capita

TOP 3 position −0.62
(0.42)

Tax revenue per capita 0.00

(0.00)

Observations 1,764

Year FE Yes

Municipality FE Yes

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Source: Data are from Statistics Finland and Finnish Tax Administration.
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